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Abstract

Group re-identification (G-ReID) aims to re-identify a
group of people that is observed from non-overlapping cam-
era systems. The existing literature has mainly addressed
RGB-based problems, but RGB-infrared (RGB-IR) cross-
modality matching problem has not been studied yet. In this
paper, we propose a metric learning method Closest Per-
mutation Matching (CPM) for RGB-IR G-ReID. We model
each group as a set of single-person features which are ex-
tracted by MPANet, then we propose the metric Closest Per-
mutation Distance (CPD) to measure the similarity between
two sets of features. CPD is invariant with order changes of
group members so that it solves the layout change prob-
lem in G-ReID. Furthermore, we introduce the problem
of G-ReID without person labels. In the weak-supervised
case, we design the Relation-aware Module (RAM) that ex-
ploits visual context and relations among group members
to produce a modality-invariant order of features in each
group, with which group member features within a set can
be sorted to form a robust group representation against
modality change. To support the study on RGB-IR G-ReID,
we construct a new large-scale RGB-IR G-ReID dataset
CM-Group. The dataset contains 15,440 RGB images and
15,506 infrared images of 427 groups and 1,013 identi-
ties. Extensive experiments on the new dataset demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed models and the complex-
ity of CM-Group. The code and dataset are available at:
https://github.com/WhollyOat/CM-Group.

1. Introduction
Group re-identification (G-ReID) is the problem of as-

sociating a group of people that appears in disjoint cam-
era views. The significant importance in video surveillance
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Figure 1. The members within a group are independent in ap-
pearance and the visual similarity of two people does not indicate
whether they are in a group. In Figure 1b , images in the same
column are from the same person. Images with the same color are
from the same group.

has yield increasing attention and research efforts by the
community [28, 30, 36]. Compared to single-person re-
identification (ReID) which deals with a single person, gen-
erally G-ReID regards 2 to 6 people as a group and treats
two groups with at least 60% the same individuals as the
same group. Hence, the main challenge of G-ReID is to
construct robust representations of groups with appearance
changes and group topology changes.

The existing works based on current G-ReID datasets
have made impressive strides, but there still remain sev-
eral important issues need to be resolved. First, available
datasets for G-ReID are limited in different aspects. For ex-
ample, the extant largest dataset for G-ReID City1M [36]
is synthesized and has huge domain gap between real im-
ages. The commonly used real datasets such as Road
Group [28], DukeMTMC Group [28] and CSG [30] are lim-
ited in amount of groups and images. Therefore, for real
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applications, it is in need of a simulation of real scenarios
which includes large amount of people and variable scenes.

Another challenge we notice is that although G-ReID
tackles group matching problem, most deep-learning-based
works rely on labels of individuals to train deep nets for fea-
ture extraction [8,40]. The fully supervised training scheme
requires very large amounts of labour resources to make an-
notations, which is cost and time-consuming. This disad-
vantage makes it very hard to construct large-scale dataset
and impedes development of G-ReID.

To facilitate the study of G-ReID towards real-world
applications, we first introduce the RGB-infrared cross-
modality group re-identification (RGB-IR G-ReID) prob-
lem. Since infrared mode is widely used by surveillance
cameras at night, matching infrared images captured in dark
scenes with RGB images captured in bright scenes has been
an significant problem for ReID and G-ReID research. As
shown in Figure 1, RGB images have a huge domain gap
between infrared images. Meanwhile the appearances of
group members are independent of each other. Therefore
RGB-IR G-ReID not only handles modality discrepancy but
also faces challenges from group retrieval. When person
labels are available, we propose the Closest Permutation
Matching (CPM) framework. We adopt a state-of-the-art
RGB-IR ReID method MPANet to train a person feature ex-
tractor and model each group as a set of group member fea-
tures. To measure the similarity of two groups, we calculate
the Closest Permutation Distance (CPD) between two sets
of extracted features. CPD is a new metric that represents
the least distance of two sets of features under all permuta-
tions. In the weak-supervised case without person labels,
we do not know the identities of group members, which
makes it hard to train a person feature extractor. So we
propose a Relation-aware Module (RAM) to extract order
of group members which is invariant to modality changes.
RAM calculates visual relations between individuals within
a group to generate pseudo order and guide the network to
learn intrinsic orderings within groups.

Furthermore, we have collected a new dataset called
Cross-Modality Group ReID (CM-Group) dataset. Com-
pared to existing G-ReID datasets, CM-Group has several
new features. 1) CM-Group contains 15,440 RGB im-
ages, 15,506 infrared images, 427 groups and 1,013 per-
sons, which is, to our best knowledge, the first RGB-IR
cross-modality G-ReID dataset and the largest real-world
G-ReID dataset. 2) The raw videos are captured by 6 cam-
eras at 6 different scenes over a time span of 6 months,
including large variations of illumination and viewpoint,
clothes changes and scale changes. 3) All images are orig-
inal frames of raw videos, i.e. all background information
is reserved, which enables researchers to mine useful infor-
mation in background. More details of CM-Group will be
discussed in Section 4.

The main contributions of this work include:

• We propose the Closest Permutation Matching (CPM)
to find the best match of group images with the
permutation-invariant metric Closest Permutation Dis-
tance (CPD). The CPM is resistant to group layout
changes and achieves excellent performances on CM-
Group.

• We introduce the problem of G-ReID without person
labels and propose the Relation-aware Module (RAM)
to leverage mutual relations of group members. Our
experiments show that RAM can extract a modality-
invariant order of members in a group regardless of
appearance and layout changes.

• We contribute a large-scale RGB-IR cross-modality G-
ReID dataset CM-Group, which supports more com-
prehensive study on G-ReID.

2. Related Work
2.1. RGB-Infrared Person Re-Identification

The modality discrepancy between RGB and infrared
images is the main challenge to RGB-IR ReID, thus many
methods have been proposed to reduce inter- and intra-
modality variations. Wu et al. [25] release the first large-
scale RGB-IR cross-modality ReID dataset SYSU-MM01
and propose a one-stream deep zero-padding network to
learn domain-specific features. Ye et al. [33] propose a two-
stream network BDTR that simultaneously learns inter- and
intra-modality information to ensure the discriminability of
features in cross-modality matching. Another two-stream
network DDAG [32] is proposed to aggregate modality in-
formation by attention mechanism. Lu et al. [13] propose
to transfer both modality-shared and modality-specific fea-
tures within and cross modalities to extract discriminative
shared and specific features of each modality. Wu et al. [26]
introduce two attention modules to alleviate modality vari-
ance and extract modality-invariant patterns. Generative
models have also been used in RGB-IR ReID. GAN-based
methods, e.g. cmGAN [2], D2RL [22], AlignGAN [20] and
JSIA-ReID [21] adopt generative adversarial networks [6]
to reduce modality discrepancy. Li et al. [11] and Wei et
al. [24] use generator modules to generate the third modal-
ity to bridge RGB and infrared modality. RGB-IR ReID has
made great progress. However, RGB-IR G-ReID has not
been studied. Our CM-Group is the first RGB-IR dataset
for G-ReID.

2.2. Group Re-Identification

Associating groups of people in non-overlapping cam-
era views is first introduced in [38]. The authors combine
two descriptors based on a code book of feature patterns to
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Figure 2. Figure 2a shows the framework of Closest Permutation Matching (CPM). CPM first trains a CNN to get a feature extractor, then
calculates Closest Permutation Distance for all query-gallery image pairs. Figure 2b presents the Relation-aware Module (RAM) which
constructs an ordering for each image using intra-group visual similarity. The pseudo order helps the network to learn latent relations
among group members.

form the group representation. Since then, the literature of
G-ReID is limited to a few works, e.g. Covariance Descrip-
tor [1], Salience Channels [39] and PREF [12]. All above
methods are based on hand-craft features.

Since Xiao et al. [28] publish two datasets DukeMTMC
Group and Road Group, deep learning based methods have
been the mainstream approach in G-ReID. To overcome
layout and membership changes, most works extract fea-
ture of each person at the beginning of their networks.
MGR [28] uses single-person features to construct multi-
grain representations for a group of people and conducts
multi-grain matching. DotSCN [9] fuses all single image
pairs within groups for group representations. Graph Neu-
ral Network [16] (GNN) are applied in G-ReID by Dot-
GNN [8], GCGNN [40] and MACG [30]. Specifically, Dot-
GNN transfers the style of images in source domain to target
domain and aggregates individual features into group fea-
tures. GCGNN exploits neighborhood information as group
context to build graph representations. MACG learns graph
context using inter- and intra-group attention. The authors
also present a large-scale G-ReID dataset CSG. With the de-
velopment of transformer [18], transformer-based 3DT [36]
utilize 3D layout information and the authors release the
first synthesized G-ReID dataset City1M, which contains
3D annotations and is currently the largest G-ReID dataset.

Different with above methods, we model an image as a
set of single-person features and focus on order of group
members in the sets. We propose a set similarity metric
for group matching and a weak-supervised relation-aware
method to learn intrinsic orderings for group representa-
tions.

2.3. Permutation Invariant Models

The permutation invariant models are invariant to order
changes of elements in the input, which is a useful prop-
erty for modelling groups against layout changes. To han-
dle cases when the inputs or outputs are permutation invari-
ant sets, DeepSets [34] defines objective functions on sets
that are invariant to permutations. Set Transformer [10] ap-
plies self-attention on sets and aggregates features by multi-
head attention. JanossyPooling [15] and DuMLP-Pin [4]
focus on feature aggregation method to obtain permutation-
invariant features. GNN-based methods such as DGCNN
[35], GraphTrans [27] and WGDL [37] aggregate node fea-
tures into graph representations for graph classification re-
gardless of permutations of nodes. The most relevant work
with our approach is TAPNet [5], which explicitly consid-
ers graph topology by generating locality with neighboring
information. However, how to effectively explore topologi-
cal structure underneath unordered groups has not been ad-
dressed. To this end, we propose to use visual relations to
define the order of individuals within a group.

3. Methodology

3.1. Problem Formulation and Overview

Let V = {Iv} and R = {Ir} denote the image set of
RGB and infrared modality in a RGB-IR G-ReID dataset
respectively. An image I of group G contains a set of people
SI = {p1, p2, ..., pN}, where N is the number of people in
image I and pi (i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}) denotes the bounding box
of an individual. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed methods.
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Under full-supervised setting, the ground-truth label set
for each image I is denoted by LI = {y1, y2, ..., yN}, yi
corresponds to exact identity of pi. We propose the Closest
Permutation Matching (CPM) method to compute the sim-
ilarity of two images by feature permutation and distance
imputation. CPM is invariant to group layout changes and
resistant to group member changes.

When the corresponding label for each person LI is not
available, i.e. only group labels and bounding boxes are pro-
vided, it turns to be a weak-supervised problem. We pro-
pose the Relation-aware Module (RAM) to learn the intrin-
sic order of group members from visual relations. The order
is supposed to be consistent cross modality and lead to ro-
bust group representation.

3.2. Closest Permutation Matching

As shown in Figure 2a, we model a group as a set of
people, thus the feature of an image I can be represented as
a set FI = {f1, f2, ..., fN}, each feature fi is extracted by
a network F .

First, we focus on feature extraction. The ground-truth
labels of each person help to train a RGB-IR ReID network
which extracts features of single person.

Definition 1. A feature extractor F is regarded Good if for
an feature set F of any person processed by F , the intra-
person distance is smaller than inter-person distance with
any other person.

Assuming we already have a Good feature extractor F ,
we can obtain all RGB and infrared feature sets of each per-
son. According to Definition 1, the following inequality
holds:

max {D (fyi
a , fyi

b )} < min
{
D

(
fyi
a , f

yj

b

)}
, (1)

where D (·) is a distance function, yi and yj are different
identities, fa and fb are features of different images.

Given two images I1 and I2 with feature sets FI1 =
{f1, f2, ..., fN} and FI2 = {f∗

1 , f
∗
2 , ..., f

∗
M} respectively,

we have to find the smallest distance between two sets.
Here, we denote D (·) as the sum of Euclidean distance be-
tween elements at correspondence position of two sets, i.e.
D (·) =

∑
d (fa, f

∗
a ). When N equals to M , the Closest

Permutation Distance (CPD) between FI1 and FI2 is de-
fined as

Dcp (FI1 , FI2) = min {D (FI1 , πFI2)} , (2)

where π ∈
∏F

I2
,
∏F

I2
represents the set of all permutations

of the feature set FI2 .
When N is not equals to M , without loss of generality,

let N < M . For each permutation π of FI2 , we select the
first N elements in FI2 to form a subset EI2 . The CPD
between FI1 and EI2 is represented by

Dcp (FI1 , EI2) = min {D (FI1 , π
∗EI2)} , (3)

where π∗ ∈
∏E

I2
. For the rest M − N elements, we add a

distance imputation term Dim which penalises the inequity
of cardinality of FI1 and FI2 . Dim is defined as

Dim = max {d (fa, f∗
a )} , (4)

where fa ∈ FI1 and f∗
a ∈ EI2 . Dim stands for the largest

distance of element pair between FI1 and EI2 .Then the
CPD between FI1 and FI2 is defined as

Dcp (FI1 , FI2) = min {Dcp (FI1 , EI2) + (M −N)Dim} .
(5)

With CPM, a query image is compared with each gallery
image separately and a rank list is generated based on
CPD. According to Equation (1), if two images are from
the same group, there is always a permutation that exactly
matches each person correctly. Even if the group member
changes slightly (with at least 60% members unchanged),
true matches of at least 60% group members still makes
their CPD smaller than the CPD between negative sample
groups.

CPD is a permutation invariant metric to measure simi-
larity of sets, and permutation invariance is essential when
modeling groups as sets or graphs. Next we will show the
advantage of CPM over aggregation-based permutation in-
variant models.

Theorem 1. A function f (X) operating on a set X having
elements from a countable universe, is a valid set function,
i.e., invariant to the permutation of instances in X , iff it can
be decomposed in the form ρ

(∑
x∈X ϕ (x)

)
, for suitable

transformations ϕ and ρ.

According to Theorem 1 [34], the permutation invari-
ant models have the form ρ

(∑
x∈X ϕ (x)

)
, which can be

used to build permutation invariant group representations.
This form takes overall features into account but ignores
the corresponding relationships between individuals. As
illustrated in Figure 3a, ϕ(A) + ϕ(B) = ϕ(C) + ϕ(D)
for suitable transformation ϕ , so that feature set {A,B}
and {C,D} are supposed to belong to the same group even
though they are from different groups. However, they can
be well distinguished using CPD.

Figure 3b indicates that the aggregation procedure for
group representations may disturb feature space and make
features of different groups less discriminative. If features
of all identities are messed up, the extra transformation of
single features by aggregation may amplify the ambigu-
ity, while matching-based method CPM are less influenced.
When the features of single person extracted by a Good fea-
ture extractor are well distinguishable, the CPM is more
powerful than aggregation-based methods.

3.3. Relation-Aware Module

Absence of person labels hinders the training of deep
nets, which makes the performance of feature extraction
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Figure 3. CPD can reduce false positive samples comparing to
using aggregation-based methods.

Figure 4. A demonstration of canonical ordering of a group. The
woman in hat is stronger than the other, and the relation keeps the
same cross viewpoints and modalities.

networks decrease a lot and the modality gap between
RGB and infrared images not well-alleviated. It is straight-
forward to adopt weak-supervised methods in ReID such
as [14, 19]. Here we focus on relations of group members
rather than generating pseudo labels.

Following previous notations, we model an image I with
a set of single-person features FI = {f1, f2, ..., fN} with-
out an ordering. The feature fI of image I is the concate-
nation of elements in FI with the ordering of input data.
The problem of comparing two images is simplified to mea-
sure the similarity of two feature sets. We observe that in
a group there are modality-invariant visual relations among
group members to form its canonical ordering. For exam-
ple, a group of three boys may vary in height, they can be
ranked by height in descending order. The visual relations
such as tall-short and fat-thin are robust cross modalities
and camera-views. An illustration sample is displayed in
Figure 4. The learned relations provide rules to assign an
ordering to unordered feature set. Concatenation of single-
person features in the modality-invariant order, e.g. from
tall people to short people, forms a robust representation for

groups. As shown in Figure 2b, the relation matrix R and
relation score S are defined as

R = (sij) ∈ RN×N ,

sij = similarity (fi, fj) ,

Si = mean (Ri,) ,

(6)

where i, j ∈ N , Ri, is the ith row of R.
The similarity function measures the distance between

features of any two members in a group. The relation score
Si of identity i is calculated by the average similarity with
all other members, which indicates the overall relationship
that can be regarded as the relative importance in the group.
Then we get a rank list of all relation scores in the group
and generate an ordering OI of the feature set FI , which
is supposed to be invariant to camera changes and modality
changes. In the case of N = 2, we simply reverse the input
order of fI .

In training stage, we concatenate all single-person fea-
tures in FI with the learned ordering OI as

fOI
= concatenate {f1, f2, ..., fN}OI

, (7)

fI with the input ordering and fOI
are both reserved for

training. In testing stage, the output feature is fOI
which is

irrelevant with the ordering of input data.

4. CM-Group Dataset
4.1. Dataset Collection

There are three main challenges to collect a large-scale
RGB-IR G-ReID dataset. 1) To ensure large amount of
groups, the amount of people have to be at least 2-3 times
larger than groups. 2) The groups of people have to appear
in camera views both in the daytime and in the evening.
3) It is very hard to annotate every person with automatic
tools because the layout may change in different images. In
this work, we present CM-Group, a large-scale real-world
RGB-IR G-ReID dataset. We recruit 1,013 volunteers with
every volunteer signs a consent letter for video recording
and data collection for academic use. The volunteers are
asked to walk in groups at 6 different scenes, three in the
daytime and three at night. Each volunteer only belongs
to one group. We use surveillance cameras to record videos
and every group appears more than 30 seconds in each cam-
era. Camera 1-3 are RGB cameras, which are placed on a
road, a cortile and a stairwell, respectively. Camera 4-6 are
infrared cameras, which are placed on a sidewalk, a corri-
dor and a terrace, respectively. The raw videos are recorded
from April to September, which covers different illumina-
tion conditions and weather. To obtain full annotations of all
individuals and groups, we adopt YOLOv5 [17] to generate
raw bounding boxes for every person, then we carefully an-
notate person labels and rectify wrong bounding boxes in
each image by hand.
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(a) Member changes (b) Scale changes (c) Clothes changes (d) Extreme situation

Figure 5. Examples of RGB images and IR images in CM-Group. Figure 5a-Figure 5d present diverse challenging situations for RGB-IR
G-ReID. Images are resized for better presentation.
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Figure 6. Statistics of groups, images and bounding boxes cap-
tured by each camera.

4.2. Dataset Description

The CM-Group dataset contains 30,946 images of 427
groups, with 1,013 annotated persons and 72,254 bounding
boxes. The number of people in each group range from 2 to
5 and the average number of group members is 2.4. In each
camera, we select 10-17 images for each group if available.
The sample images and dataset statistics are shown in Fig-
ure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. Figure 5 displays several
situations that are very common in real scenarios such as
member changes, scale changes, clothes changes and ex-
treme illumination conditions. It is clear that there are vast
differences between RGB images and infrared images. To
provide background information for future study, all images
in CM-Group are original frames of raw videos.

The comparisons with three existing G-ReID datasets,
i.e. Road Group, CSG, City1M, and one RGB-IR ReID
dataset SYSU-MM01 are listed in Table 1. To our best
knowledge, CM-Group is the first RGB-IR dataset for G-
ReID and the largest real-world G-ReID dataset. In real-
world G-ReID datasets, CM-Group includes more chal-
lenges, such as clothes changes and scale changes, to be
addressed.

4.3. Evaluation Protocol

There are 427 groups in CM-Group. Following the set-
ting in MSMT17 [23], we divide the dataset into training
and testing set with a ratio of 1:3 to encourage more effi-
cient training strategies. Accordingly, we have a fixed split
of CM-Group with 107 groups for training and 320 groups
for testing. The training set contains 17,282 bounding boxes
of 233 identities, and the testing set contains 54,972 bound-
ing boxes of 780 identities. In the testing set, RGB images
from camera 1-3 form the gallery set, and infrared images
from camera 4-6 form the query set.

To evaluate the performance of models, we use Cumula-
tive Matching Characteristics (CMC) curve and mean Av-
erage Precision (mAP). We randomly select one image for
each group in each RGB camera to form the gallery and
compute the average scores of 10 trials as final performance.

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Implementation Details

We conduct extensive evaluations on the CM-Group
dataset. In our methods, we adopt ResNet-50 [7] pre-trained
on ImageNet [3] as backbone for all experiments, where the
stride size of the last convolution layer is set to 1. To train
with full annotations including person labels, we assume
a Good feature extraction network is provided. Thus we
use the state-of-the-art RGB-IR ReID method MPANet [26]
which is trained on CM-Group as feature extractor. The
dataset for training is cropped to single-person images ac-
cording to person labels in advance. In training stage, we
use the hyperparameters and configurations as in MPANet.
All images are resized to 384×128. We sample 128 im-
ages from the RGB modality and infrared modality to form
a mini-batch. In each mini-batch, we randomly sample 16
identities and 8 images for each identity. The model is op-
timized by Adam method with a weight decay of 5× 10−4.
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Dataset R/S Task Modality #Groups #Identities #Images #Cameras
SYSU-MM01 [25] Real ReID RGB-IR - 491 45863 6
Road Group [28] Real G-ReID RGB 162 1,099 324 2

CSG [30] Real G-ReID RGB 1,558 3,500 3,989 Vary
City1M [36] Synthetic G-ReID RGB 11,500 45,000 1,840,000 8

CM-Group (Ours) Real G-ReID RGB-IR 427 1,013 30,946 6

Table 1. Comparisons with existing G-ReID and RGB-IR ReID datasets. “R/S” stands for real-world and synthetic dataset respectively.

Method Label Rank1 Rank10 Rank20 mAP
GIN [29] S 0.50 4.67 9.92 1.37
DeepSets [34] S 1.48 12.56 21.82 3.59
DuMLP [4] S 1.55 12.46 20.62 3.47
Janossy [15] S 1.60 12.52 20.70 3.50
ExpC-1 [31] S 4.21 23.04 35.68 6.28
ST [10] S 4.47 21.84 33.03 6.44
CPM S 57.68 86.07 92.51 55.23
ExpC-1 [31] W 5.28 26.77 39.85 7.50
MPANet [26] W 15.32 55.60 68.78 19.31
Relabel W 18.34 53.77 67.50 19.33
RAM W 27.92 66.35 78.66 27.14

Table 2. Comparisons of CMC (%) and mAP (%) performances
on CM-Group. “S/W” stands for supervised and weak-supervised
respectively.

The initial learning rate is set to 3.5 × 10−4 and decays at
the 80th and 120th epoch with a decay factor of 0.1. The
total number of training epochs is set to 140. More details
can be found in MPANet. All experiments are conducted on
a single NVIDIA A100 GPU.

For the weak-supervised case without person labels, we
embed RAM module into MPANet and adopt dot product
to calculate person similarity. In training stage, we set the
initial learning rate as 10−4 which decays at the 40th and
80th epoch with a decay factor of 0.1. The total number of
training epochs is set to 100. The other settings are the same
as full-supervised case.

5.2. Model Comparisons and Analysis

Since RGB-IR G-ReID has not been studied before, we
turn to compare our CPM and RAM with permutation in-
variant methods on sets and graphs. The comparison results
on CM-Group are listed in Table 2. For more details, please
refer to the supplementary material.

Under Full-supervised Setting. We compare our
CPM with permutation invariant approaches on CM-Group
dataset. The compared methods include four set-based
methods (DeepSets [34], Set Transformer [10], Janossy
Pooling [15] and DuMLP-PIN [4]), and two GNN-based
methods (GIN [29] and ExpC [31]). Note that we embed
the compared methods into MPANet to aggregate single-

Method Dataset Rank1 mAP Time
MACG [30] CSG [30] 63.20 - 70h

CPM* CSG [30] 88.57 51.45 14h
MACG [30] CM-Group* 84.00 59.70 41h

CPM CM-Group* 90.10 89.62 8h

Table 3. Comparisons with MACG in terms of CMC (%),
mAP (%) performances and total running time on CSG and CM-
Group*.

person features for group representations. It is shown that
the aggregation-based methods fail to acquire discrimina-
tive group representations and achieve poor Rank-1 accu-
racy and mAP. In contrast, our matching-based method
CPM achieves the best Rank-1 accuracy of 57.68% and
mAP of 55.23%.

Under Weak-supervised Setting. We compare RAM
with the GNN-based method ExpC [31] and a base method
MPANet [26] which regards a group of people as a whole.
For more comparisons, we also design a pseudo-labelling
method Relabel which assigns a pseudo label for each
person based on intra-group relations in training stage.
RAM achieves the Rank-1 accuracy of 27.92% and mAP
of 27.14% which outperforms other methods in the weak-
supervised setting.

Comparisons with MACG. We further compare CPM
with the only open source G-ReID method MACG. The re-
sults are shown in Table 3. On CSG dataset, we remove
the mutual learning module from MPANet to handle RGB
images. The modified CPM outperforms MACG by a large
margin. Specifically, the modified CPM achieves the Rank-
1 accuracy of 88.57% and mAP of 51.45% on CSG dataset,
significantly improving the Rank-1 accuracy by 25.37%
over the MACG. The total running time in training and test-
ing stage of the modified CPM is about 14 hours, which is
five times faster than MACG. We emphasize that the modi-
fied MPANet only achieves the Rank-1 accuracy of 59.83%
and mAP of 35.36% for ReID task on CSG dataset. If we
use a better ReID network for person feature extraction, our
CPM could gain better performance for G-ReID.

In terms of CM-Group dataset, it is estimated to take
more than a month for MACG to finish the testing stage.
Therefore we use an alternative to split the CM-Group with
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Method Rank1 Rank10 Rank20 mAP
Baseline 36.00 79.46 86.44 46.30
B+MPANet 35.95 77.58 87.37 46.02
B+CPD 43.78 77.41 86.24 41.46
B+MPANet+CPD 57.68 86.07 92.51 55.23

Table 4. Ablation study of CPM in terms of CMC (%) and mAP
(%) performances on CM-Group.

Method Rank1 Rank10 Rank20 mAP
Baseline 4.74 24.62 37.62 7.30
B+RAM 5.24 24.70 35.77 6.61
B+MPANet 11.97 47.18 62.62 15.45
B+MPANet+RAM 27.92 66.35 78.66 27.14

Table 5. Ablation study of RAM in terms of CMC (%) and mAP
(%) performances on CM-Group.

357 groups for training and 50 groups for testing. Our
CPM takes about 8 hours to achieve the Rank-1 accuracy of
90.10% and mAP of 89.62%, while MACG takes about 41
hours to achieve the Rank-1 accuracy of 84.00% and mAP
of 59.70%.

5.3. Ablation Study

Modules in CPM. As shown in Table 4, we analyze
the contribution of each module in CPM. All methods are
trained on single-person images. The baseline method uses
ResNet-50 as the backbone network followed by the BN
neck and an FC layer as the classifier with Cross-Entropy
loss. The group feature of an image is represented by the
sum of all group member features. Compared with baseline,
the MPANet does not solely improve the Rank-1 accuracy
or mAP. The CPD improves the Rank-1 accuracy by 7.78%
but reduces the mAP by 4.84%. When MPANet and CPD
work together, the Rank-1 accuracy and mAP are signifi-
cantly improved by 21.68% and 8.87% respectively. The
results demonstrate that MPANet module effectively alle-
viates modality discrepancy and CPD module is useful for
measuring similarities of person feature sets.

Effect of RAM. In Table 5, we evaluate the effective-
ness of module RAM. The baseline method is all the same
as described above but is trained on group images. Com-
pared with the baseline, the RAM module improves the
Rank-1 accuracy by 0.50% but reduces the mAP by 0.69%.
The MPANet respectively improves the Rank-1 accuracy
and mAP by 7.23% and 8.15%. MPANet and RAM to-
gether significantly improve the Rank-1 accuracy and mAP
by 23.18% and 19.76% respectively. The results demon-
strate that RAM module is able to extract modality-invariant
ordering of person feature sets which helps to measure set
similarities.

Method Task Rank1 Rank10 Rank20 mAP
ResNet [7] R 17.73 46.04 56.56 16.80
ResNet+CPD G 43.78 77.41 86.24 41.46
MPANet [26] R 27.02 58.89 68.83 25.45
MPANet+CPD G 57.68 86.07 92.51 55.23

Table 6. Improvements by CPD in terms of CMC (%) and mAP
(%) performances on CM-Group. “R/G” stands for RGB-IR ReID
and RGB-IR G-ReID respectively.

5.4. Discussions

Power of CPD. We evaluate the improvement made by
CPD from two feature extraction networks on CM-Group.
As shown in Table 6, both feature extraction networks can
be integrated with CPD to achieve high performance in G-
ReID task. The experiment results indicate that if we have
trained a good feature extraction network, together with
CPD our CPM framework will achieve strong performance
for group retrieval.

Open Problems. Our research on CM-Group dataset
leaves several open problems to the community. 1) Scale
changes and clothes changes are common in CM-Group,
which seriously disturb feature extraction. We seek for con-
text information and group member relationships to build
more robust group representations. However, the problem
has not been addressed. 2) As we provide original images,
how to use background information in G-ReID needs more
attention. 3) CM-Group is flexible to be used in RGB-IR
ReID task, effective methods on the new benchmark dataset
requires further investigations.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the RGB-IR cross-modality
G-ReID problem. We model each group as a set of sin-
gle person and use set similarity to represent group simi-
larity. We analyze the limitation of permutation-invariant
aggregation-based methods and propose the CPM frame-
work. CPM uses CPD to measure group similarity and
avoids aggregation functions adding noise to single-person
features. Then we specially introduce the problem of G-
ReID without person labels and propose the RAM module
which extracts intrinsic relationships and orderings within
groups. Finally, we contribute the first RGB-IR G-ReID
dataset named CM-Group. The dataset is carefully designed
and covers many challenging situations in real scenarios.
The experimental results demonstrate the superiority of our
proposed models CPM, RAM and CM-Group dataset.
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